Agriculture in the Classroom by Kama Bateman

Did you know you have access to an amazing, and under utilized resource for our classroom, called “Agriculture in the Classroom”? Not only is there a national organization, but we have a strong contingent right here in our own state. Recently I researched the website resources with information on textiles to offer to FCS teachers in my district, and after much frustrating and futile searching, I happened upon this website: https://www.agclassroom.org/teacher/materials擢orposition/rn?tid=486

Much to my surprise, it had been authored by my own niece, Rose Judd Murray during her work with Ag in the Classroom at Utah State University. It not only had all the information I had been looking for, but it also offers tools, resources upon resources, kits that could be ordered for hands-on activities, workbooks, and much more. So if you’re not familiar with Ag in the Classroom, I encourage you to take a look, and then explore even deeper to see what else they have to offer. You will not be disappointed!

FOOD TRENDS FROM 2019
by Dawna Baugh

I typically check clothing trends, but this year I decided to look at food trends from 2019. There were many places to look, but I wanted to see what people were creating in their own homes so I checked Pinterest to see what they were showing. This is my own daughter and daughter-in-law often go so I started there. They looked pretty good so here’s what I found in the Top 10 food trends:

Mushrooms – Yes, they’re healthy and versatile. Rather surprising! So, what can you do with these little fungi, as my daughter often go so I started there. They looked pretty good so here’s what I found in the Top 10 food trends:
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